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ABSTRACT
Distributed hill-climbing algorithms are a powerful, practical technique for solving large Distributed Constraint Satisfaction Problems (DSCPs) such as distributed scheduling,
resource allocation, and distributed optimization. Although
incomplete, an ideal hill-climbing algorithm finds a solution
that is very close to optimal while also minimizing the cost
(i.e. the required bandwidth, processing cycles, etc.) of
finding the solution. The Distributed Stochastic Algorithm
(DSA) is a hill-climbing technique that works by having
agents change their value with probability p when making
that change will reduce the number of constraint violations.
Traditionally, the value of p is constant, chosen by a developer at design time to be a value that works for the general
case, meaning the algorithm does not change or learn over
the time taken to find a solution. In this paper, we replace
the constant value of p with different probability distribution
functions in the context of solving graph-coloring problems
to determine if DSA can be optimized when the probability
values are agent-specific. We experiment with non-adaptive
and adaptive distribution functions and evaluate our results
based on the number of violations remaining in a solution
and the total number of messages that were exchanged.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
I.2.11 [Artificial Intelligence]: Distributed Artificial Intelligence—Multiagent systems

General Terms
Algorithms, Design, Performance
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Distributed Constraint Satisfaction, Hill Climbing

1.

INTRODUCTION

Distributed hill-climbing algorithms are very powerful tools
for solving numerous real-world problems including distributed
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scheduling, resource allocation, and distributed optimization. These problems can be easily mapped to distributed
constraint satisfaction, and like DSCPs, they must be solved
using algorithms that can make decisions about how to best
improve the global state of the problem from an agent’s limited, local perspective. The ultimate goal of distributed
constraint satisfaction is to find a solution, if one exists,
while also minimizing the cost (i.e. the required bandwidth,
processing cycles, etc.) [3, 7]. Complete algorithms, such
as Asynchronous Weak Commitment (AWC) [13], Asynchronous Backtracking (ABT) [14], and Asynchronous Partial Overlay (APO) [6], are guaranteed to find a solution
if one exists, but tend not to be very scalable. In practice,
however, one must accept a close-enough solution, especially
if the problem is large or the solution needs to be derived
quickly. Hill-climbing algorithms tend to work very quickly
even on large problems, but do not guarantee that they will
find a solution if there is one. One of the most powerful
algorithms from this class is the Distributed Stochastic Algorithm (DSA) [4, 16].
DSA is a hill-climbing technique that works by having
agents change their value with probability p when making
that change will reduce the number of constraint violations.
DSA requires the user to specify p. Traditionally, the value
of p is constant, chosen by a developer at design time to be a
value that works for the general case, meaning the algorithm
does not adapt its behavior based on the problem’s characteristics. In fact, the setting of p can have dramatic effects
on the behavior of the protocol and can be quite problem
specific. For instance, on very dense problems, having high
values of p can cause the protocol to converge more quickly,
but the same setting on a sparse problem will cause it to
oscillate unnecessarily. Because p’s value is so crucial to
the success of finding a good solution, we believe choosing
p to be more agent- and problem-specific will improve the
solution and the process by which the solution is found.
In this paper, we investigate different probability functions for the Distributed Stochastic Algorithm in the context of solving graph-coloring problems. First, we examine
four non-adaptive techniques that define p as a function of
how much improvement an agent can have. The second set
of techniques involves adaptation, where the function used
to compute p is modified over time based on the agent’s
experiences.
Section 2 presents a formalization of the distributed constraint satisfaction problem that is used as the basis for this
paper. Section 3 gives a detailed description of DSA. Sections 4 and 5 discuss our non-adaptive and adaptive ap-

procedure main
while (not terminated) do
update agent view with incoming
ok? (xj , dj ) messages;
new value ← choose value;
if new value 6= di do
di ← new value;
send ((ok?, (xi , di )) to all xj ∈ neighbors;
end if;
end do;
end main;

proaches, and Section 6 discusses both the setup and results
of empirical testing that has been done to compare these
adaptations to DSA. Finally, the paper closes with some
concluding remarks and some future directions for this work.

2.

DISTRIBUTED CONSTRAINT
SATISFACTION

A Distributed Constraint Satisfaction Problem (DCSP)
consists of the following [14]:

procedure choose value
if di has no conflicts do
return di ;
v ← the value with the least conflict (v 6= di );
if v has the same or fewer conflicts than di
and random < p do
return v;
else
return di ;
end choose value;

• a set of n variables V = {x1 , . . . , xn }
• a set of k Agents A = {a1 , . . . , ak }
• discrete, finite domains for each of the variables
D = {D1 , . . . , Dn }
• a set of m constraints R = {R1 , . . . , Rm } where each
Ri (di1 , . . . , dij ) is a predicate on the Cartesian product
Di1 × · · · × Dij that returns true iff the value assignments of the variables satisfy the constraint
The problem is to find an assignment, S = {d1 , . . . , dn |
di ∈ Di }, such that each of the constraints in R is satisfied.
DCSP, like its centralized counterpart, has been shown to be
NP-complete, making some form of search a necessity [2].
In DCSP, each agent is assigned one or more variables
along with constraints on those variables. The goal of each
agent, from a local perspective, is to ensure that each of
the constraints on its variables is satisfied. For each of the
agents, achieving this goal is not independent of the goals
of the other agents in the system. In fact, in all but the
simplest cases, the goals of the agents are strongly interrelated. For example, in order for one agent to satisfy its local
constraints, another agent, potentially not directly related
through a constraint, may have to change the value of its
variable.
In this paper, for the sake of clarity, each agent is assigned
a single variable and is given knowledge of the constraints
on that variable. Since each agent is assigned a single variable, the agent is referred to by the name of the variable it
manages. Also, this paper considers only binary constraints
that are of the form Ri (xi1 , xi2 ). It is fairly easy to extend
all the algorithms presented in this paper to handle more
general problems where these restrictions are removed, either by changing the algorithm or by changing the problem
as done in [1].
Definition 1. A binary CSP is a CSP where all of the
constraints in R are of the form Ri (xi1 , xi2 ).
Definition 2. The constraint graph of a binary CSP is
a graph G = < V, E > where V is the set of variables in
the CSP and E is the set of edges representing the set of
constraints in R (i.e. Ri (xi1 , xi2 ) ∈ R ⇒ (xi1 , xi2 ) ∈ E).
Additionally, throughout this paper the word neighbor is
used to refer to agents that share constraints. In other
words, if an agent A has a constraint Ri that contains a
variable owned by some other agent B, then agent A and
agent B are considered neighbors.

3.
3.1

RELATED WORK
Distributed Stochastic Algorithm

The Distributed Stochastic Algorithm (DSA) is one of a
class of algorithms based on the idea that at each step, each

Figure 1: The procedures of the DSA-B algorithm.
variable should change to its best value with some probability p ∈ [0, 1]. Because each variable changes with p probability, the likelihood of two neighbors changing at the same
time is p2 . As long as p is selected correctly, the protocol
will hill climb to a better state.
The DSA algorithm has a number of implementation variants. Figure 1 details DSA-B, which follows the basic rule
of DSA by changing values with probability p when it reduces the number of constraint violations. However, it also
changes the value with p probability when the number of
constraint violations remains the same (i.e. its improve value
is 0). In this way, the DSA-B variant is able to escape certain types of local minima in the search space by making
lateral moves.
The DSA protocol is quite popular because it is by far
the easiest protocol to implement. However, it is also one of
the hardest to tune because it requires the user to specify p.
The process of choosing this value can require a great deal
of empirical testing because it is problem specific. Higher
values of p cause the protocol to exhibit a rapid decrease in
the number of constraint violations, which can level off far
from an optimal solution depending on the problem. Lower
values of p tend to correct violations more slowly, but often
end up with a better solution in the end.
One of the greatest benefits of the DSA protocol is that
it uses considerably fewer messages than other protocols
like the Distributed Breakout Algorithm [15] because agents
communicate only when they change their values. As the
protocol executes and the number of violations decrease, so
do the number of messages. However, while DSA converges
on a solution in a reasonable amount of time, finding a better solution in less time while using even fewer messages is
important.
Manipulating DSA’s probability variable allows the algorithm to vary its results. Some studies suggest that the most
general value is about p = 0.3 [16]. However, these values
are simple constants and do not change based on the state
of the problem.

3.2

Distributed Breakout Algorithm

The Distributed Breakout Algorithm (DBA) [15] is a dis-

when received (ok?, xj , dj ) do
if mode == wait improve
add message to queue;
return;
else
add (xj , dj ) to agent view;
when received all ok? messages do
send improve;
mode ← wait improve;
end do;
end if;
end do;
procedure send improve
current eval ← evaluation value of current value;
improvei ← possible maximum improvement;
new value ← the best value ;
send (improve, xi , improvei , current eval);
end send improve;
Figure 2: The procedures of the wait ok? mode in
Distributed Breakout.
tributed adaptation of the Centralized Breakout Algorithm
[9]. DBA works by alternating between two modes. The
first mode (see figure 2) is called the wait ok? mode where
the agent collects ok? messages from each of its neighbors.
Once this has happened, the agent calculates the best new
value for its variable along with the improvement in its local
evaluation. The agent then sends out an improve? message
to each of its neighbors and changes to the wait improve?
mode.
In the wait improve mode (see figure 3), the agent collects improve? messages from each of its neighbors. Once
all of the messages have been received, the agent checks to
see if its improvement is the best among its neighbors. If
it is, it changes its value to the new improved value. If the
agent believes it is in a quasi-local-minimum (QLM), it increase the weights on all its of violated constraints. Finally,
the agent sends ok? messages to each of its neighbors and
changes back to the wait ok? mode. The algorithm starts
up with each agent sending ok? messages and going into the
wait ok? mode.
Because of the strict locking mechanism employed in the
algorithm, the overall behavior of the agents is to simultaneously switch back and forth between the two modes. So,
if one or more of the agents reacts slowly or messages are
delayed, the neighboring agents wait for the correct message
to arrive. This makes the protocol’s communication usage
very predictable because in each mode, each agent sends exactly one message to each of its neighbors. Thus, if there are
m constraints, exactly 2m messages are transmitted during
each step.
Conversely, the locking mechanism in DBA can be very
beneficial because it does not allow neighboring agents to
change their values at the same time, which prevents oscillations. However, it can also prevent opportunities for additional parallelism because it limits the number of variables
that can change at each wait improve step to at most half
when they are in a fully connected problem. These limitations effectively allow at most 1/4 of the variables to change
during any individual step of the protocol’s execution.
Two variants of the DBA protocol have been created to
improve its overall parallelism and prevent pathological behavior by introducing randomness [17]. The weak-probabilistic

when received (improve, xj , improvej , eval) do
if mode == wait ok
add message to queue;
return;
else
record message;
when received all improve messages do
send ok;
clear agent view;
mode ← wait ok;
end do;
end if;
end do;
procedure send ok
if improvei is better than all of my neighbors
current value ← new value;
end if;
when in a quasi-local-minimum do
increase the weights on all violated constraints;
end do;
send (ok?, xi , current value) to neighbors;
end send ok;
Figure 3: The procedures of the wait improve mode
in Distributed Breakout.
DBA protocol (DBA-WP) uses randomness to break ties
when two neighboring agents have the same improve value.
The result is that either one agent, both, or neither of the
agents change values when this situation occurs. The strongprobabilistic DBA protocol (DBA-SP) attempts to improve
parallelism by allowing agents to change their value with
some probability when they can improve, but don’t have
the best improve among their neighbors. This technique
helps to improve parallelism because in many situations, the
agent’s neighbor with the best improve doesn’t have the best
improve among its neighbors. This causes agents to wait unnecessarily for their neighbor to change when their neighbor
has no intention of actually doing so.

3.3

Distributed Probabilistic Protocol

Conceptually, the Distributed Probabilistic Protocol (DPP)
is a hybrid of the DSA and DBA protocols that aims to
merge the benefits of both algorithms while correcting their
weakness. The DPP protocol uses a dynamic mixture of
randomness and direct control that changes based on the
structure and current state of the problem to mitigate the
effects of asynchrony. The key insight that inspired the creation of the protocol is that an agent doesn’t necessarily
need to receive improve messages from all of its neighbors in
order for it to determine that it is or is not the best agent
to make a value change.
DPP works by having agents exchange probability distributions (PDF) that describe the likelihood they are going to
have a particular improve value given the configuration of
the constraints on their variable(s). This allows the agents
to estimate the likelihood that it has the best improve value
among its neighbors without communicating at all. Using
this likelihood as a basis for randomly determining when to
change an agent’s value, we end up with a DSA-like protocol
where each agent’s probability pi is dictated by the improve
distributions of its neighbors and its current improve value.
This process is further enhanced by considering the use
of explicit improve messages like those used in DBA. Unlike
DBA, DPP sends out improve messages with a probability

procedure choose value
if di has no conflicts do
return di ;
v ← the value with the least conflict (v 6= di );
improve ← di − v;
maxImprove ← number of neighbors for agent;
p ← P (improve, maxImprove); (see text)
if improve ≥ 0 and random < p do
return v;
else
return di ;
end choose value;
Figure 4: The choose value procedure of the NonAdaptive DSA-B algorithm.

that is associated with its estimate of a neighbor having a
prediction error of its improve value. This means that if
agent X knows agent Y’s improve PDF and agent Y behaves according to the protocol, agent X can even predict
the probability that Y will have an improve value less than
its own, even when Y has not sent X an improve message
for a long period of time.
As a result of these modifications, DPP uses considerably
fewer messages than both DSA and DBA, does not require a
user to define p values as in DSA, and more quickly converges
onto good solutions. The drawback to DPP is that calculating the initial PDF function can be very difficult because
it often does not have a closed-form solution. Because of
this, improve PDFs are created by exhaustive enumeration
or by employing some form of statistical sampling over the
possible configuration space of the constraints on an agent’s
variable, both of which cause a steep overhead when starting
up the algorithm.

4.

NON-ADAPTIVE DSA

DPP’s inspiration was that the probability of an agent
changing its value should be associated with how much improvement it expects to have. Similarly motivated, we decided to investigate versions of the DSA protocol that determine the value of p as a function of the current improve value
for an agent. In the non-adaptive version of the protocol, we
altered the DSA-B algorithm to update p based on a function, as shown in Figure 4. The algorithm uses the same
main procedure as DSA, but changes the choose value
procedure to calculate an improve value and uses that value
to determine p. Like DBA and DPP, the improve value for a
variable is simply the difference between the current number
of conflicts and the number of conflicts for the best possible
value. The maxImprove value, which is used to normalize
the functions that calculate p, is the maximum total cost of
all of the variable’s constraints. This assumes that the maximum improvement occurs when all constraints are in conflict
and changing the variable’s value causes all the conflicts to
be resolved. The value of p gets returned by the P (improve,
maxImprove) function, and depending on whether an improvement can be made, the agent’s value is changed with
probability p.
For our tests, we tried four non-adaptive functions to compute p: linear, sub-linear, super-linear, and Weibull. Figure
5 shows a graph of these non-adaptive P functions. We initially chose the linear function on the basis that there should
be a higher probability of changing values if there is a higher

Figure 5: Non-Adaptive Distribution Functions:
Linear, Sub-Linear, Super-Linear, and Weibull Distributions
improve value associated with that move. The other three
functions were chosen to examine whether variations on the
linear function would be better suited than using the simple
linear function.

4.1

Distribution Functions

For our first function, we looked at a simple linear function on the amount of improve. Basically, when the linear
function has a positive slope and a node has a high improve
value (i.e. changing colors would allow a large number of
conflicts to be abated), there is a good chance that the color
will change. Using a normalized linear distribution instead
of a constant value for p allows the change probability to
be higher the more an agent can improve. We set p0 = 0.1
to give some probability of change for the case where lateral movement occurs. As a reminder, lateral movements
occur when multiple values have an improve of 0 and the
agent can switch between the values without violating any
constraints. The linear technique forms the basis of all the
other functions we evaluate in this paper. The normalized
linear function is as follows:

P (imp, maxImp) = (1 − p0 )

imp
maxImp


+ p0

(1)

A sub-linear function is similar to a linear one, but keeps
the probably of the agent changing its value low until a
sufficiently large improvement value is likely. Below is the
sub-linear function that we used in this paper:

P (imp, maxImp) = (1 − p0 )

imp
maxImp

2
+ p0

(2)

The opposite of sub-linear is super-linear. This function
has the characteristic that the agents have a higher-thanlinear likelihood of changing their value, except in the cases
where they expect 0 or maximum improve. The following is
the super-linear function we use:
r
P (imp, maxImp) = (1 − p0 )

imp
+ p0
maxImp

(3)

The Weibull distribution, part of the family of Sigmoid
functions, is a combination of the sub- and super-linear
cases, acting sub-linear until the amount of improvement is

use in this paper can be seen in equation 5. Basically there
is an error term calculated at each time step that is used to
move the probability by some small amount, α, toward the
correct value.

5.1

Figure 6: Example 3-coloring problem with six variables and nine constraints.
approximately half of the maximum possible improvement
and then switching into a super-linear function. This means
for small improvements, the likelihood of an agent changing
its value is slim, but for large improvements, the likelihood
is quite high. Below is the function used for our tests:

maxImp 

imp
−
P (imp, maxImp) = (1−p0 ) 1 − e 0.5×maxImp
+p0
(4)

4.2

Example

Consider the 3-coloring problem presented in Figure 6. In
this problem, there are six agents, each with a variable and
nine constraints between them. Because this is a 3-coloring
problem, each variable can be assigned only one of the three
available colors {Black, Red, or Blue}. The goal is to find
an assignment of colors to the variables such that no two
variables, connected by a constraint, have the same color.
In this example, three constraints are in violation: (ND2,
ND3), (ND2, ND4), and (ND3, ND4). Following the protocol, at startup, each of the agents sends its current value
to all its neighbors in an ok? message. After receiving all the
messages, each agent determines their improve, maxImprove,
and p values. In this example, p is calculated using equation
1.
•
•
•
•
•
•

ND0 has improve = 0, maxImprove = 3, and p = 0.1
ND1 has improve = 0, maxImprove = 3, and p = 0.1
ND2 has improve = 1, maxImprove = 4, and p = 0.325
ND3 has improve = 1, maxImprove = 4, and p = 0.325
ND4 has improve = 2, maxImprove = 3, and p = 0.7
ND5 has improve = 0, maxImprove = 1, and p = 0.1

After finding the probability of change, a random number
is generated such that if the random number is less than p,
the value for the node actually changes. Every node that
changes sends a message to all its neighbors and the process
starts over again until execution ends.

5.

ADAPTIVE DSA

In addition to looking at non-constant, although static
functions for determining the value of p, we also investigated two methods that allow the function to adapt based
on experience. The learning problem that the agents encounter in this algorithm is to learn a mapping from their
improve value at a time t to a probability that determines
whether they should be the one that changes their value at t.
In situations where this leads to an action being produced,
the agent is rewarded based on the relative goodness of the
action (i.e. how much improvement is actually made).
Like most learning methods, including Temporal difference (TD) learning [10], the general form of the update we

Algorithm

The modifications needed to support the ability to adapt
the function used to determine p are fairly simple. First,
we introduce two global variables, a probability array, prob,
of size maxImprove that holds the function values for each
improve value and an integer predImprove that holds the
predicted improvement value of the agent from the previous cycle. While still operating like the DSA algorithm, we
alter the main procedure to initialize maxImprove, prob,
and lastP red. Each time the main loop cycles, we save the
predicted improve from the previous cycle so that we can
compare the actual change to what was predicted. To find
the actual change (actualImprove), we count the number
of conflicts before and after the messages are processed and
take the difference. The probability array is updated if the
last predicted value is greater than 0, meaning we made
a change to our variable’s value on the last cycle. Each of
our approaches introduces a new update prob method that
does the probability array updating.
The choose value procedure is also changed in the adaptive algorithm, although minimally. We initialize predImprove
to −1 every time the method is called to indicate that no
change is made. If a change is made, predImprove is set to
the improve value. This value is what is saved to compare
in the next iteration to the actual improve of the agent and
trigger the update prob procedure call.

5.2

Update Methods

The discrete update function limits the impact that the
error value has to only correct the probablity assocated with
the agent’s last predication. To initialize the prob array, we
calculate the linear value for each unit using equation 1. As
the problem is solved, the probabilities are changed to reflect
whether the decision made by the agent was a good decision.
After each cycle, the probability array is updated by taking into account the current value of p and adding a fraction
of the difference between the actual and predicted improve
values. The update prob procedure for the discrete algorithm takes as input the actual improve value, the last predicted improvement, and the maximum improvement possible for the particular agent. The procedure changes the
global prob array by changing the probpred to increase (or
decrease) by a constant, α, times the normalized difference
in the predicted value and the actual value at time t. None
of the other values in the prob array are affected, and if no
change is made to the agent’s value, the probpred value will
not change. In our evaluation, we set α = 0.3.
probtpred

←

probt−1
pred


+ α

actual − pred
max


(5)

The exponential decay update technique updates to the
prob array just like in the discrete method, but also updates other values in the array based on an exponential decay. Again, the array is initialized using the linear function
(equation 1) to initialize the probability array.
The update prob procedure for the exponential decay
update algorithm contains a loop that iterates through the
prob array, adjusting each value a slight amount based on

how far from the pred position it is. For example, if the pred
is 4, and i is 2, then the value for probi will be adjusted by
a factor of α3 , as will the value of prob6 because it is the
same distance from the center at 4. The further away from
one another i and pred are, the smaller the factor, and the
smaller the change in the probability. One could easily think
of this updating technique as being similar in nature to a
radial basis function [8] with each function centered at an
individual improve value. As you adjust one of the kernels, it
affects the probabilities in an exponentially decaying manner
based on its distance from the prediction.
+ α(|pred−i|+1)
probti ← probt−1
i

6.



actual − pred
max


(6)

EVALUATION

To test our DSA variants, we implemented each in a distributed 3-coloring domain. The DSA algorithm was the
DSA-B variant and the test series consisted of randomly generated graphs with n = {100, 200, 300, 400, 500} variables
and m = {2.0n, 2.3n, 2.7n} constraint densities to cover
under-constrained, normally constrained, and over-constrained
environments. For each setting of n and m, 30 problems
were created and each of the probability distributions were
used, both adaptive and non-adaptive. Each run was given
500 cycles of execution time. During a cycle, each agent
was given the opportunity to process its incoming messages,
change its value, and queue up messages for delivery during
the next cycle. The actual amount of execution time per
cycle varied depending on the cycle, the problem, and the
distribution function.
The test cases were compared on two main factors. During
each cycle, the number of current violations and the number of messages transmitted were measured. These values
were used to plot the graphs shown in Figures 7 and 10. Although not shown here, for the adaptive cases, we kept track
of the probability array values for each cycle to see how the
probability functions were affected over time. As expected,
the exponential decay update technique changes more often
and to a greater degree because more values in prob change
during each cycle. One thing we noticed is that even though
the values changed more, they still didn’t change very much
from their initial values. In future work, we plan to use the
resulting function from one run and using it as the input to
the next run so that each successive run would be improving the final function instead of starting over with the linear
values. This would make it work much more like classical reinforcement learning because the agents would get multiple
trials in addition to multiple updates.

6.1

Figure 7: Number of messages sent for all algorithms
at 500 nodes and 2.3 edge density.

Total Messages Received

In terms of total messages sent/received, all of our algorithms used less than half of the number of messages that
traditional DSA (see Figure 7) uses for all combinations
of nodes and edge densities. This seems to indicate that
adapting the p values to be more situation specific facilitated significantly more effective communication between
agents. Thus, it is our conjecture that it will require half
the transmission bandwidth and allow for a more scalable
solution.
In comparison to DPP, based on the results presented in
[5], the amount of messaging is about the same. However,
using any of our distribution functions alleviates the need

to calculate the initial PDF function. We plan to do a more
empirical comparison between DPP and our DSA variant in
the future.

6.2

Total Conflicts

Even though our approach dramatically improves the communication cost, none of our alterations to DSA showed consistent improvement to the solution found by normal DSA
as far as the total conflicts are concerned. Table 1 shows the
conflicts remaining for 2.3 density and all nodes after 500 cycles. Out of our six probability functions, a clear leader did
not emerge, although they were within a standard deviation
of one another and DSA.
One possible reason for finding a slightly worse solution is
that when traditional DSA has an agent with only a small or
no improvement possible, the probability of having it change
values is still fairly high at p = 0.3, whereas with our experiments, we set p0 = 0.1, which is significantly lower than
traditional DSA. The probability of an agent having only a
small or no amount of improve for any particular time cycle
is also fairly high, meaning that the 0.2 difference in initial probability values is likely a significant factor. In many
cases, a probability function that has a high probability of
change in the early part of the run is more likely to do well
overall because the agent has the chance to hill-climb to a
better state. In the cases where the starting value is too
low, the agent may not have had the opportunity to find a
better solution because it has already hill climbed into such
a bad state that there is no escape.

6.3

Further Analysis & Experimentation

To determine if the difference in p0 is the cause of our solutions coming out with slightly more constraint violations, we
ran traditional DSA again with p = 0.1 instead of p = 0.3.
In this case, the solutions ended up consistently worse with
the lower value of p because there is a smaller likelihood that
an agent will change its value no matter how much it can
improve. Our probability functions result in conflict curves
over time that fall between the traditional DSA curves for
p = 0.1 and p = 0.3. This implies that there are two separate
components at play in finding good solutions with DSA-B:
lateral movement and hill-climbing.
To test this hypothesis, we augmented the traditional DSA
algorithm to give p0 = 0.1 and pimprove≥1 = 0.3 to segregate
the approach into lateral movement and hill-climbing portions. Figure 8 shows all three traditional DSA algorithms

Table 1: Remaining Conflicts after 500 cycles for 2.3 density
Algorithm
100 nodes 200 nodes 300 nodes 400 nodes 500 nodes
DSA
Linear
Sub-Linear
Super-Linear
Weibull
Discrete
Contextual Discrete

6.1
6.0
7.1
6.6
6.9
5.9
6.2

12
12.8
12.5
12.8
12
11.9
12.4

15.9
18.4
20.1
19.1
18.6
17.5
17.9

22.5
24.8
24.9
24.7
23.6
24
24.3

28.6
30.7
30.2
29.4
30.8
29.5
31.0

Figure 9: Average number of Lateral Moves (Lat)
vs. Hill-Climbing Moves (HC) for graph-coloring
agents with four neighbors.

Figure 8: Conflicts over time for DSA with p =
0.1, 0.3 and DBH with p0 = 0.1 and p1...i = 0.3.

7.
with different static values for p at 300 nodes and 2.3 density. The higher the value for p0 , the faster the number of
remaining conflicts falls due to the higher probability of lateral motion. We also notice that the higher the number of
nodes, the more of an impact the lateral motion has. In Figure 9, we show the average distribution of the improve value
for an agent with 4 neighbors. Because improve = 0 occurs
more frequently than larger improve values, we know that
lateral movement plays a large part in finding a good solution. This isn’t entirely surprising as it has been reported
numerous times that randomness in centralized hill-climbing
searches has a fairly significant impact on the overall solution quality [11].
Examining the hill-climbing portion of the runs, we look at
the slope of the conflict lines in Figure 10. The thicker line is
DSA with p = 0.3, and the other lines are our non-adaptive
and adaptive results. The slope of each line indicates the effectiveness of the hill-climbing part of the algorithm. Traditional DSA flattens out as time goes on with little to no slope
while our algorithms have a more defined slope as time progresses. We believe that this indicates that our hill-climbing
methods are more effective than normal DSA, but that our
choice of p for the lateral movement case was sub-optimal.
Our adaptive algorithms have a steeper slope than our nonadaptive algorithms, indicating that having the values for p
evolve as the problem is solved improves the hill-climbing
method over finding p based on a static function. In addition, using static functions results in a more defined slope
than having p defined as a static constant. In future work,
we will explore this discovery and experiment with different
p0 values over each of our distribution functions.

CONCLUSION

This paper presents different adaptive and non-adaptive
alterations to the Distributed Stochastic Algorithm (DSA),
which turns the traditional constant p into an situationspecific function for p based on the predicted improvement of
the agent during a time cycle. By allowing p to change and
adapt, we reduce the number of messages needed to communicate between agents by more than half. In discovering the
heavy influence of lateral movement, we believe that given
a more optimal p0 value, our DSA variants should improve
even further. Other work we have done includes experimenting with fine-tuning the lateral movement probability [12].
As agent systems become more complex and start to evolve
more autonomously, and as this extends into complex software systems, cutting communication costs (i.e. bandwidth
and throughput needs) may become more desirable than
finding a more optimal solution if the difference is within
a tolerable range. In cases like these, using any of our techniques would make a dramatic impact on the networking
footprint required by traditional DSA, even without an optimal p0 probability for lateral movement.
Because of the significant reduction in messaging, we believe fine-tuning the lateral movement probability in our distribution functions can find more optimal solutions. Running more tests in a variety of domains would help determine
how the algorithms adapt to more than just graph-coloring
problems. Also testing the adaptive approaches using different initialization vectors may result in finding a more optimal probability function. We are also planning on incorporating more complex machine learning, where each successive run takes the probability function from previous runs
as the initial value, allowing the simulation to improve upon
a function that starts off in a more optimal state than the
static functions we used in this paper.

(a)

(b)

Figure 10: Conflicts Remaining Over Time: (a) Non-Adaptive and (b) Adaptive
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